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Abstract
A comparison method (Increased Current Factor per displacement) is developed to help further
researches and design consideration for Organic Electric Motors and Hybrid Organic-Metallic Electric
Motors. One specific polymer referred to as “PhanPol2”, has been tested in different configurations
for the Switched Reluctance Motor. This magnetic polymer was used to develop a comparison method
and to provide data from the first simulations of an organic magnet in electric machines applications.
Considerations on using the Increased Current Factor in the design stage is presented, suggesting a
control system and design tweaking to lower the exciting current of the coils in Hybrid Organic Stator
Motors. Ideas for further research on organic magnets in electric machines are presented as well as
discussion on the importance of using these materials in motors and generators. This is still a new field
and certainly, more research is needed in the future for real-world applications, both on the design
and, especially, the chemical perspective.

Introduction
The addressed research aims to simulate a Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) which working is based
on organic magnets. In more detail, the usage of organic- and molecule-based magnets instead of
conventional ferromagnetic materials (e.g. Cobalt, Iron, etc.) in the rotor and stator of the motor is
intended. Hybrid configurations are also the focus of this research (where the rotor or the stator is
organic).
Organic conductors are not investigated. Thus, in the simulations, the coils will not be organic based.
Different research is already taking place about the usage of organic electronics in different
applications, and some of them are already being used in hodiern society (e.g. OLEDs in mobile phones
and other applications). Usually, when talking about organic materials that show magnetic properties

the operation point is a very low temperature (below 77 K) or not stable at room temperature [1], but
recent researches have presented new materials and research techniques, that show ferromagnetism
and stability at room temperature [2] [3]. Also, hybrid materials (metallic and organic) are available in
the literature, but not the focus of this research (e.g. [4]).
The usage of organic materials in motor applications can have different benefits for the motors and
the environment. Currently used magnetic materials are fabricated with high energy demanding
metallurgic methods, and some of them possess elements limited in supply (rare earth metals) [5].
However, organic magnetic materials can be produced with lower energy demand and can be
annealed at lower temperatures [1] [2] [3]. This means that less CO2 is emitted in the production of
the organic magnets compared to their metallic counterpart.
Also, these materials are much lower in density (example shown in Methodology Section). Organic
magnets probably also have higher resistances (as they have a polymer nature), and thinner BH curves,
leading to lower losses. Some of them are also flexible so they might even be useful in new designs
for certain types of motor (e.g., linear motors).
In few words, achieving an organic electric motor with similar, if not equal, properties to their nonorganic counterpart would mean, fewer earth resources used, simpler production methods, less
energy consumed in production, less CO2 emitted in the atmosphere, lighter motors, lower losses,
lower cost, and the possibility to introduce flexibility if needed.
Moreover, the scientific community is confident that in the future organic magnets will even be more
magnetic than metals.
The report is organised as follows. The used methodology for acquiring and comparing data is
presented first. Then, the acquired data is shown and discussed, leading to conclusions and ideas for
further research.

Methodology
All simulations for this research are performed using Finite Element Analysis, in specific using the
software EMS from EMWorks [6].
After a long comparison and selection of organic materials, only the use of “Polymer 2” as described
by Phan et al. [2] is chosen, and it is referred to as “PhanPol2” in the research and Supplementary
Notes. This decision is driven by the fact that more data is available for this material compared to
others, plus, it is stable at room temperature. The density of the material is approximated to be 2.207
g/cm3. Supplementary Notes contain have more information on how the density and BH curve of this
material is calculated.
For the non-organic materials, M19 and M36 silicon steels and CoFe Hiperco 50 are chosen, as their
data is available in the EMS material library, and the material density can be found in [7]. It is decided
also to compare PhanPol2 to Soft Magnetic Composites (SMC); in specific, three materials by Höganäs
AB, since they provide full magnetic data and density (among other values). The used SMCs are
Somaloy 110i 1P, Somaloy 700 3P, Somaloy 130i 5P [8] [9] [10]; in this way, different grade materials
are studied.
The comparison method used in the research is based on the same motor design, the only changes
are on the material. For the design, since it is not the concern of this research, the basic example from
EMS, which is a 6/4 pole configuration, is used (shown in Figure 1). For the coils copper was chosen as
material, the number of turns was 360 per phase (each phase is 2 coils), and an AWG value of 30.
Hence, this research ignores the improvements that a design based on the specific material could have
[5], or how other design considerations could affect the motor [11]. Thus, the only thing changing (and

on which the comparison is based on) is the density in the rotor and the BH curve of the material in
both rotor and stator, and the current applied in the coils.
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Figure 1: SRM model used in the research

What is compared between motor models is the displacement reached by a full metallic motor at an
applied current in a small amount of time, and how much current more is needed by the organic
materials to achieve a similar angular displacement. The Increased Current Factor per displacement
is calculated with Equation (1).
𝑋𝑋 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =

ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(1)

where:
• X is the type of IC factor:
o Organic Increased Current Factor (OIC Factor or OICF), this will refer to a full organic
motor
o Hybrid Rotor Increased Current Factor (HRIC Factor or HRICF), this will refer to a
hybrid solution where the rotor is the organic part or Organic Rotor Hybrid Motor
o Hybrid Stator Increased Current Factor (HSIC Factor or HSICF), this will refer to a
hybrid solution where the stator is the organic part or Organic Stator Hybrid Motor
• Y is there to indicate the same displacement obtained for the motor in the test/simulation.
Of course, we would like this factor to be as low as possible, ideally 1 (meaning that the
organic/hybrid motor moves like the metallic one used for comparison).
The first tests are run only with Phase 1 on, for a time of 0.015 seconds. Only for M19, a longer 3Phase test is performed. The simulation parameters and methods are described in more detail in
Supplementary Notes.
From the 1-Phase Tests, the IC factors are evaluated. The way these factors are calculated is:
• A full metallic motor test is performed at 0.4 A, and the peak displacement at 0.015 seconds
is taken as consideration parameter.
• Then, “trial and error” method for different coil currents of the hybrid/full-organic motor is
used to find a peak displacement value at 0.015 seconds similar to the full-metal counterpart
(Supplementary Notes - Figure S4).
• After alike values are found for the peak displacement, a comparison of the whole curve is
made (Supplementary Notes - Figure S5 & S6; e.g. Figure 5a).

•

At this point, the IC Factor is calculated based on the found current value.

Results & Discussion
The OICF value in all scenarios is greater than 100. Moreover, the torque has odd behaviour that might
need more research. Thus, with PhanPol2, and more generally for organic magnets nowadays, it is not
possible to design a full organic motor, as it needs unreasonable exciting current to show a small
movement. An example of the displacement of a full PhanPol2 motor at 40 A is shown in Figure 2.
More information can be found in Supplementary Notes.

Figure 2: Angle Displacement in PhanPol2 full organic motor at 40 A

The HRICF value is “Not Defined” as the torque behaviour is odd, as it changes from negative to
positive really fast (Figure 3). This does not allow a clear comparison to the metallic counterparts,
where the torque stays negative. More information can be found in Supplementary Notes. More
research is required for this hybrid motor version, especially for the torque.

Figure 3: Torque in Organic Rotor Hybrid Motor test at 7 A

The Organic Stator Hybrid Motor tests do not show the same torque problems as the other two
solutions. The HSICF calculated values are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: HSIC Factor - Comparison of different metallic materials

However, in Figure S4 (Supplementary Notes) it is visible that the curves tend to follow a non-linear
increase in displacement from an increase in current indicating already that the IC Factor is not linear.
This is also confirmed by the fact that a subsequent test of M19 at 1 A and its hybrid stator version at
13.625 (Figure 5b) shows that the higher the current the lower the HSICF value (as in this case the
hybrid acceleration was higher).
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Full M19 and Hybrid M19 Rotor/PhanPol2 Stator displacement comparison
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Figure 5: Hybrid/Metallic displacement comparison for M19 at same HSICF value but different base currents, 0.4 A (a) and 1
A (b)

However, it is probably for the best interest to keep the IC Factor based on a low comparison current
(e.g. 0.4 A), as this represents the worst-case scenario, i.e., the highest HSICF.
After the 1-Phase Tests, longer 3-Phase tests are run for M19 motors (as described in Supplementary
Notes). The angle displacement is shown in Figure 7. An example of the Magnetic Flux Density in the
motor during a 3-Phase Test can be seen in Figure 6, and a GIF version of all the tested timesteps for
this simulation are available online [12].

Figure 6: Magnetic Flux Density for "M19 Rotor, PhanPol2 Stator @5.45 A" study at 47th time step
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Figure 7: Axis Angle Displacement comparison between Hybrid (organic-metallic) motor and full metallic M19 Motor

The conclusions that can be made looking at Figure 7 are interesting. First, with the HSICF suggested
value (5.45 A), under the same control conditions used with the full M19 one, the performance is
worse. In the first time steps the curves overlap, but as more time passes, the acceleration of the
hybrid motor results slower than its counterpart. However, by changing slightly the control pulses an
even higher acceleration was achieved.
Also, it is clear that with an appropriate calibration of the control system, a lower current value than
the one suggested by the IC factor can be used to achieve a similar acceleration.
In addition, in order to show how the current and the speed of the motor are related in the bigger
picture, a longer simulation with MATLAB’s default Switched Reluctance Motor is run, shown in Figure
8.

Figure 8: MATLAB's SRM simulation

Thus, for higher speeds, the current in the coils goes down abruptly, and this should be taken into
consideration when designing in the future a stator hybrid motor.
This indicates that the IC Factors are indeed important for a first consideration and comparison of
organic materials. But tweaking the design and the control system, a lower current value can be used
to achieve similar performances. Also, the FEM analysis was performed in a start-up condition. More
tests similar to the one in MATLAB need to be performed to understand better how the Organic Stator
Hybrid motor behaves in the longer term.

Conclusions & Further Research
A comparison method for Organic Materials in Switched Reluctance Motor applications has been
developed and applied. It has been shown that IC factors can be used as a rough comparison method,
and as an indication of the coil exciting current value needed for early design stages.
It has been shown that a full organic motor with hodiern organic magnetic materials is not feasible, as
it has in all scenarios an OICF greater than 100.
Some Organic Rotor Hybrid Motor tests were run, but the odd behaviour in torque did not allow clear
comparison with the metal motors. Hence, HRICF is not defined in this research.
Organic Stator Hybrid Motor simulations were shown, and their HSICFs have been declared.
Various tests showed the non-linearity of the IC Factor, but a calculation of the ICF at low current has
been suggested, as it represents the worst-case scenario. It has also been shown that carefully
designing the 3-Phase control, a lower current than the one suggested by the ICF is possible to use
achieving a similar acceleration to a full-metallic one. For informational purposes, it was also shown
how the current behaves with the motor speed.
It has been shown that at present-day an Organic Stator Hybrid Motor might be possible to build.
However, more simulations and tests are required to achieve the best design and control system for
it. The use of this motor would undoubtedly be less-power efficient, but also much lighter given the
low density of the organic magnet. For these reasons, it might or might not find any real-world
applications.

Besides design and control research on the motor, and with other types of motors, more research is
needed on all other parameters not considered here, e.g., mechanical strength, losses, behaviour at
lower temperatures, etc.
Moreover, it might be interesting to research the use of this material as a rotor in a generator. The
much lower density in the rotor should make it move faster under same torque conditions compared
to a metallic counterpart. However, higher rotational speed in the rotor might not make up for the
weaker magnetization of the polymer.

Supplementary Notes
Available at: https://www.researchgate.net/project/Simulation-of-an-Organic-Magnet-in-SwitchedReluctance-Motor-Application
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